Forecasts from chemical weather models are subject to uncertainties in the input data (e.g. 2 emission inventory, initial and boundary conditions) as well as the model itself (e.g. physical 3 parameterization, chemical mechanism). Multi-model ensemble forecasts can improve the 4 forecast skill provided that certain mathematical conditions are fulfilled. We demonstrate 5 through an intercomparison of two dissimilar air quality ensembles that unconditional raw 6 forecast averaging, although generally successful, is far from optimum. One way to achieve 7 an optimum ensemble is also presented. The basic idea is to either add optimum weights to 8 members or constrain the ensemble to those members that meet certain conditions in time or 9 frequency domain. The methods are evaluated against ground level observations collected 10 from the EMEP and Airbase databases. 11
weight. For the case of a non-uniform ensemble, the MSE of the multi-model ensemble mean 23 can be analytically minimized to yield the optimal weights, provided that the participating 24 models are bias-corrected (Potempski and Galmarini, 2009) 
: 25
Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp- -513, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. where s i is eigenvalue of the error covariance matrix. The fraction of the overall variance 21 expressed by the first N EFF eigenvalues is 86%, provided that the modelled and observed 22 fields are normally distributed (Bretherton et al., 1999) . The highest eigenvalue is denoted as 23
Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp- -513, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. We start the analysis with a presentation of the ensemble properties in the two phases, 23 originating from variations in the components (observations, models and their interactions). 24
Only the unconditional full ensemble average (i.e. mme) is assessed in this section. 25
Observations 26
The observation networks across the two phases of AQMEII have similar characteristics per 27 species like the number of stations and the fraction of missing data (Table 1 ). The network is 28 denser for O 3 for which there are as many monitoring stations as for NO 2 and PM 10 combined, 29
Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp- -513, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. with PM 10 having the fewest observations. Figure 1 compares the statistical distribution of all 1 three species between the two AQMEII phases, through the cumulative density function 2 composed from the mean value at each percentile of the observations. All three pollutants 3 demonstrate a decrease from 2006 to 2010, in line with the emissions reductions, as already 4 documented (European Environmental Agency, 2013 ). However, we should mention that the 5 decline is unrealistically larger for PM 10 due to the different spatial coverage of the sampling 6 stations. Unlike the other pollutants, no valid data for France and UK were available in phase 7 II for PM 10 (station locations are shown in Figure 4) . 8
Models 9
The number of ensemble members available from Phase I ranges from 10 (PM 10 ) to 12 (O 3 ) 10 and 13 (NO 2 ) while in Phase II 14 members were available for all species (Table 1) . Following 11 the statements of section 2, each model has been bias-corrected prior to the analysis, i.e. its 12 own mean bias over the examined three-month period has been subtracted from its modelled 13 time-series at each monitoring site. 14 The boxplots of NMSE over all monitoring stations is presented in Figure 2 . The aggregated 15 mean skill of the individual models across the two phases appears similar for O 3 , shows an 16 improvement for NO 2 (median <NMSE> shifted from 0.53 to 0.49) and a worsening for PM 10 17 (median <NMSE> shifted from 0.47 to 0.50) ( Table 2) . At the same time, the best model at 18 each monitoring station has similar behaviour for O 3 and NO 2 across the two phases and 19 experiences degradation for PM 10 (median <NMSE> shifted from 0.34 to 0.37). In summary, 20 (a) many models improved their skill for NO 2 in the Phase II simulations although no 21 improvement occurred in the prediction capacity of the best model, (b) the model skill wasgenerally deteriorated for PM 10 in Phase II, shifting the NMSE distribution towards higher 23 values, (c) no notable changes were seen for O 3 . The indirect feedback mechanisms available 24 in phase II generally improved the simulation of meteorological drivers such as temperature, 25 radiation and precipitation, which in turn improved the forecast of many atmospheric gases 26 while particulate matter and cloud processes require updated parameterizations (Brunner et al. 27 (2015) , Makar et al. (2015) ). 28
Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp- -513, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. of the models varied between the three examined species. We examine now the consequences 3 in the behaviour of the multi-model mean and interpret the results with respect to the 4 presented error decompositions. As suggested from equations 1 and 2, the error of the multi-5 model mean relies on the skill difference of its members and their error dependence. 6
Skill difference 7
Despite the different changes in individual model skill for the different species, when they are 8 combined to form an ensemble, the skill difference between the best model and the average 9 skill has decreased for all species from phase I to II. This is inferred from the values of the 10 indicator NMSE BEST /<NMSE> that increase (Table 2 ). This increase occurs because of more 11 good models in phase II. To explain this, we evaluate the percentage of cases each model has 12 been identified as being 'best' and record the number of models exceeding specific percentage 13 thresholds. If models were behaving like i.i.d., the probabilities of being best would be 14 roughly equal (~1/M) for all models. As can be inferred from Table 2 , the proportion of 15 equally good models has increased in phase II for O 3 and NO 2 , since the number of models 16 exceeding the 1/M percentage contains half of the models compared to one third in phase I. 17 This is not however true for the Phase II PM 10 simulations, where one model outscores the 18 others at roughly 40% (~6/M) of the stations, implying a missing process in the majority of 19 the models. It turned out that this model was erroneously running with off-line coupling 20 between meteorology and chemistry. 21
Error dependence 22
The combination of models with correlated errors brings redundant information in the 23 ensemble and reduces the benefits of ensemble averaging. The eigenvalues of the covariance 24 matrix calculated from the model errors provides information for the members' diversity and 25 the ensemble redundancy. Following the eigen-analysis of the error covariance matrix at each 26 station separately and converting the eigenvalues to cumulative amount of explained variance, 27 the resulting matrix is presented into box and whisker plot ( Figure 3 ). The number of 28 necessary eigenvalues to capture 86% of the variation is referred as effective number of 29 models (N EFF ). In phase I, the maximum value of N EFF across all stations is 6 for O 3 and NO 2 30 and 4 for PM 10 . In phase II, this number is approximately 5 for all species. Hence, 5±1 models 31
Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp- -513, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. The skill of the multi-model mean has been compared against the skill of the best available 23 deterministic model, independently evaluated at each monitoring site. The geographical 24 distribution of the ratio RMSE(mme)/RMSE BESTMODEL is presented in Figure 4 . The indicator 25 does not exhibit any longitudinal or latitudinal dependence. We also observe that the number 26 of extreme cases where the mme skill was notably inferior to the best model has dropped from 27 phase I to II. Specifically, the percentage of stations where the RMSE(mme) was 10-30% 28 higher than the RMSE BESTMODEL dropped from 17.2% to 9.3% for O 3 and from 10.0% to 5.6% 29 for NO 2 . As presented in more detail in Table 3 for the statistical distribution of the indicator: 30 -no major differences exist for O 3 , with the mme outscoring the best model at half of 31 the stations. Extreme values of the indicator at both tails are trimmed in phase II;
The average error across all the monitoring stations was lower for mme compared to the 1 single models in both phases. The spatio-temporal robustness of mme skill has increased in 2 phase II, for different reasons per species as analysed in the previous section. We consider the 3 skill of the multi model mean as the starting point and we investigate pathways for further 4 enhancing it through the non-trivial problem of weighting or sub-selecting. The optimal 5 weights (mmW) are estimated from the analytical formulas presented in Potempski and 6
Galmarini, 2009. The sub-selection of members has been built upon the optimization of either 7 the accuracy/diversity trade-off (mme<) (Kioutsioukis and Galmarini, 2014) or the spectral 8 representation of 1 st and higher order components by different models (kzFO, kzHO) 9 (Galmarini et al., 2013) . 10
The results evaluated at all stations are presented in Figure 8 in the form of Taylor plots. For 11 O 3 , the deterministic models have standard deviations that are smaller compared to 12 observations and a narrow correlation pattern (~0.7) that is slightly deteriorated in phase II. 13
For NO 2 , members with higher variance -as well as lower-than the observed variance exist in 14 the ensemble while the correlation spread is becoming narrower in phase II and demonstrates 15 a minor improvement. Last, simulated PM 10 from the deterministic models displays smaller 16 standard deviation compared to observations with a wide correlation spread (0.3-0.6). The 17 multi-model mean is always found closer to the reference point, in an area that incorporates 18 lower error and increased correlation but at the same time generally low variance. The 19 examined ensemble estimators (mmW, mme<, kzFO, kzHO) are horizontally shifted from 20
mme, hence they demonstrate even lower error and increased correlation and variance.
A comparison between the skill of the examined improvements versus mme, at each station 23 separately, is now conducted. The cumulative density function of the indicator 24 MSE X /MSE MME (X = mmW, mme<, kzFO, kzHO) evaluated at each monitoring is shown in 25 Figure 9 . For O 3 , the median improvement was 27% for mmW, 22-25% for kzHO and 17% for 26 kzFO and mme<, relatively equal across the two phases. At ten percent of the stations, the 27 improvement can be over 41%. For NO 2 , the median improvement for phase I (phase II) was 28 21% (17%) for mmW, 20% (13%) for kzHO and 13% (7-9%) for kzFO and mme<. The 29 magnitude of improvement can exceed 39% (30%) at roughly ten percent of the stations. 30
Unlike NO 2 , PM 10 shows higher improvement rates for phase II simulations; the median 31 improvement for was 13-24% for mmW, 11-19% for kzHO, 8-16% for mme< and 8-12% for 32
Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp- -513, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Published: 30 June 2016 c Author(s) 2016. CC-BY 3.0 License. ensemble averages, the result was 39% (45%) for mme<, 39% (44%) for kzFO and 40% 23 (47%) for kzHO. For PM 10 , the total percentage of successful hits for mme was 19% (16%) 24 and became 33% (42%) for mmW, while the other estimators yielded 28% (27%), 29% (30%) 25 and 31% (28%) for mme<, kzFO and kzHO respectively. 26
The range of forecast error, from the worst deterministic model to the optimum ensemble-27 based average is presented in Table 4 . Statistics were calculated for the 3-monthly evaluation 28 period and averaged over all monitoring sites. All values have been normalized with the error 29 of the best deterministic model in order to quantify the potential extent of improvement that 30 each method can achieve as a function of species and feedbacks. We observe that the benefits 31 from ensemble averaging in the form of mme range from 1% to 12% when compared to the 32 Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2016 Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp- -513, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. 
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